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 \- **No more clicking, dragging or copy/pasting!** - **Easy to use: just drag and drop!** - **Fast: since everything is defined with MIDI, you can define your sound on the fly** - **Exclusive mapping: use your favorites instruments, pedals and modules in combination with several effects** - **Drag and drop: your kit and effects become easily editable when using the Audacity interface** -
**Custom user MIDI maps: visualize your samples as MIDI maps and save them for each instrument** - **Multiple kits: you can have multiple kits in a session, each one with its own tracks, instruments and effects** - **Secure your data: use a password to lock your session and prevent unauthorized access to your kits** **Important!** AudioKit does not support multitrack kits. AudioKit only

supports single track kits. AudioKit only supports 64 kHz sample rates. This isn't a big deal if you only want to listen to your kits, since every instrument is already loaded into a single MIDI track. However, if you want to use multiple instruments at once and also load a few samples, this might be an issue. **Solution:** To overcome this issue, you can use the native drag-n-drop behavior of AudioKit
to easily and quickly create multiple multitrack kits. Simply drag and drop a kit from the **Packages** tab in the **Sound / Midi** panel into the **Kits** panel. Now, every kit will be a separate MIDI track. If you also want to load samples, drag and drop them into the **Sample** panel. Now, you can load, mute and unload your samples as 82157476af
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